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Amy Prescott couldn't help but notice the sexy, wet-suited Navy SEAL who washed up on the beach.
Wild Billionaires After Dark are a series of stand-alone romances that may also be enjoyed as part of the larger Love in Bloom series. "With her wonderful characters and resonating emotions, Melissa Foster is a must-read author!" -NYT Bestseller Julie Kenner "Melissa Foster is synonymous with sexy, swoony,
heartfelt romance!" -NYT Bestseller Lauren Blakely Indulge your inner vixen with these sexy billionaires! Meet the Wild Boys... Four fiercely loyal, sinfully sexy, uber alpha brothers, about to fall head over heels for their leading ladies.Meet the Bad Boys... Four fiercely loyal, sinfully sexy, uber alpha brothers,
about to fall head over heels for their leading ladies. Navy SEAL vet turned private investigator Logan Wild has a thirst for justice -- and one-time flings. But when he meets Stella "Stormy" Knight, he finds himself craving more from the mysterious beauty... Everything's naughtier after dark... Stella "Stormy"
Knight is an expert at hiding--her feelings, her past, and her identity. Sometimes all that hiding takes its toll, and she needs to come out from under that heavy suit of armor and cut loose--but it never takes her long to put it right back on and disappear without a trace. Navy SEAL turned private Investigator
Logan Wild is relentless in his pursuit to discover the truth for his clients. He works hard, plays even harder, and always walks away unscathed and untethered. Until he meets mysterious and sexy-as-hell Stormy, who leaves him craving more than a one-night stand. Passion ignites, secrets are shared, and
their deep connection is impossible to ignore. But in order to have a future, Logan must uncover Stormy's dark past--and when he does, he'll hold her fate in his hands. *** The Wild Boys After Dark books are long enough to burn up the sheets and short enough to leave you craving more. Read the whole
Billionaires After Dark series: WILD BOYS AFTER DARK (Available Now!) Logan Heath Jackson Cooper More Billionaires After Dark books: BAD BOYS AFTER DARK Mick Dylan Carson (coming soon) Brett (coming soon) The BILLIONAIRES AFTER DARK series are part of the LOVE IN BLOOM big family romance
collection. Each book may be read as a stand-alone novel, or as part of the series. Read the complete LOVE IN BLOOM series: SNOW SISTERS: Sisters in Love, Sisters in Bloom, Sisters in White THE BRADENS (Weston, CO): Lovers at Heart, Destined for Love, Friendship on Fire, Sea of Love, Bursting with Love,
Hearts at Play, Promise My Love (novella), Daring Her Love (novella), Our New Love (novella) THE BRADENS (Trusty, CO): Taken by Love, Fated for Love, Romancing My Love, Flirting with Love, Dreaming of Love, Crashing into Love THE BRADENS (Peaceful Harbor, MD): Healed by Love (Nate), Surrender My
Love River of Love, Crushing on Love, Whisper of Love, Thrill of Love THE REMINGTONS: Game of Love, Stroke of Love, Flames of Love, Slope of Love, Read, Write, Love, Touched by Love SEASIDE SUMMERS: Seaside Dreams, Seaside Hearts, Seaside Sunsets, Seaside Secrets, Seaside Nights, Seaside Embrace,
Seaside Lovers, Seaside Whispers THE RYDERS: Seized by Love, Claimed by Love, Chased by Love, Rescued by Love, Swept Into Love HARBORSIDE NIGHTS: Catching Cassidy, Discovering Delilah, Tempting Tristan *** "You can always rely on Melissa Foster to deliver a story that's fresh, emotional and
entertaining. Make sure you have all night, because once you start you won't want to stop reading. Every book's a winner!" -- New York Times Bestselling Author Brenda Novak
A chance meeting on a Caribbean island gives Navy SEAL Quinn Parry another opportunity to impress the sexiest Army sergeant he’s ever laid eyes on. But Leah Saunders isn’t interested in an over-the-top alpha male…unless he wants to submit to her. Zoe says, "The SEALs Undone series collides with the
ASSIGNMENT: Caribbean Nights world! It's dirty and sweet and a little bit unexpected. But if you liked Quinn in Fall Dirty, then I hope you love this story of how he finds his own HEA with the first woman to captivate his entire heart. And once he finds her, he's a goner. It's a vacation romance with a touch of
second chance and enemies to lovers. I loved writing it. Enjoy!"
A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! Jacob Sanders arrives home from a heartbreaking deployment to find a love letter from his estranged wife. A package of divorce papers in his in box. Clearly the mother of his five children has decided to move on. Danika Sanders has gotten her groove back. After
a long bout of postpartum depression that started somewhere between the birth of her now three year twins and her new four month old daughter, she has picked herself up and thinks herself ready to finally deal with her alpha SEAL husband. Wrong and wrong. Jacob and Danika have a lot to learn about
themselves and each other before they can either reunite or release each other. A secret baby, five boys, Jacob's raw jealousy and Danika's hot gay maid all conspire against the thinning threads of their passionate marriage. Will an unexpected shooter put an end to all they hold dear, or tie those threads
together so they have a saving knot to hold onto? Scroll up and click the buy now button to start reading TODAY! Tags: bwwm navy seal romance, bwwm military romance, African American romance, interracial romance, contemporary women's fiction, workplace romance, black woman white man books, office
romance, multicultural romance, mixed race relationship, biracial, African American books, BWWM romance novels, ebooks, interracial club, Black woman white man romance, bwwm interracial romance books, quick read, alpha male romance, steamy romance, hot romance books, boss romance, beach reads,
new adult, romantic fiction, romance fiction books, Contemporary bwwm romance, Short Stories romance, dark-skinned, Mixed race romance, short read, bwwm, black authors books, adult romance novels
Owned By The Navy Seal (Book 1) Rita was on another boring date with another boring guy. How had her life come to this? Then, from across the room, she spots Jared. A tall, muscular, tattooed ex-Navy Seal. Their eyes lock. The buzzing restaurant fades away. From that point, Rita knew she would be his. She
would be owned by the NAVY Seal. Taken By The Navy Seal (Book 2) When an abusive ex-boyfriend comes back into Rita's life, the bond between her and Jared only becomes stronger. But will Jared be able to protect his new lover? Rescued By The Navy Seal (Book 3) n book 3 of the "Owned By The Navy Seal"
series, we find Rita and Jared pushed to their absolute limits. Jared finds his old SEAL life is catching up with him when he gets a visit from an old friend. Rita's ex-husband, Tucker, returns with a vengeance... and a state-of-the-art Yacht. Can Jared get to Rita before Tucker sets sail to the open seas, where NOONE can hear you scream? *BONUS* Chosen By The Master *BONUS* She was just a waitress, overworked and underpaid. Then she was chosen by a famous movie director, known only as "The Master", for a part in his new film. But first, she has to audition. She has zero acting experience and, if she was
honest, wasn't even that good looking. But the Master had chosen her from thousands of other women - but why?
Julie Collins is done with men, and their super slimy ways. Lt. Jason Steyner has given up on finding the right woman—at least until he gets out of the military. But when the curvy flight attendant and the hunky Navy SEAL meet late one night, the attraction is immediate. And complicated. Can they find a way
to keep each other in their lives? Will they realize what they have before it’s too late? * * * This title was originally published as Kissed by a SEAL, in a spin-off world connected to Melanie Shawn’s Hope Falls series. Elements of the world, including characters, are used with permission. It connects to Snowed In,
a Hope Falls novel by Melanie Shawn (where you first meet Julie), and Fall Away and Fall Fast, two SEALs Undone novellas by Zoe York (where you first meet Jason). It has been expanded for second edition publication.
Navy SEAL Jared Sutter has a simple rule when it comes to women: keep 'em happy and keep 'em at a distance. He's got his reasons, and they all make sense until he falls for his neighbor and Cassie Bronson makes him want things he's always kept off-limits. The SEALs Undone series continues! Fall Out - Drew
and Annie Fall Hard - Jared and Cassie Fall Away - Trick and Gaby Fall Deep - Miles and Piper Fall Fast - Nathan and Emme Fall Back - Cade and Mel Fall Dark - Vince and Larken Fall Dirty - Hunter and Serena Fall Quiet - Quinn and Leah Fall Easy - Jason and Julie Search Terms: men in uniform, boy next door,
virgin hero, military romance, Navy SEAL
Brody Cassidy. Navy SEAL. Southern boy. A guy's guy. He likes beer, barbecue and the occasional visit to the strip club just off base. What Brody doesn't realize is that a woman from his past is about to turn his future upside down. Look for the other steamy Navy SEAL romance reads in the high actionadventure contemporary romance USA Today Bestselling Hot SEAL series written by New York Times bestselling author Cat Johnson. If you love books by Suzanne Brockmann, Cristin Harber, Lynn Raye Harris, Susan Stoker, Alison Kent, Lora Leigh and the like, pick up the free Hot SEALs series starter Night
with a SEAL and dive into the world of the Hot SEALs! Explore the world of Cat Johnson's Hot SEALs Night with a SEAL (Free first in series starter) 1 Saved by a SEAL 2 SEALed at Midnight 3 Kissed by a SEAL 4 Protected by a SEAL 5 Loved by a SEAL 6 Tempted by a SEAL 7 Wed to a SEAL 8 Romanced by a SEAL 9
Rescued by a Hot SEAL 10 Betting on a Hot SEAL 11 Escape with a Hot SEAL 12 Matched with a Hot SEAL 13 SEAL the DEAL 14 Topics: Military romance, action-adventure romance, Navy SEAL romance, men in uniform, men out of uniform, friends to lovers, second chances, reunion romance, young love,
connected series romance, contemporary romance, romantic suspense, alpha male hero, military hero
Hold On Tight
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A McKinney Brothers Novel
SEAL Together
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A Seal Contemporary Romance
Fall for a SEAL
Pregnesia
A SEAL at Heart
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The members of a top secret SEAL Team can’t keep their passion under wraps in the first novel in this contemporary romantic suspense series from New York Times bestselling author Monica McCarty. Like Rome’s Lost Legion, a SEAL platoon goes on a mission and vanishes without a trace... After walking into a trap on a covert op in Russia,
the men from top secret SEAL Team Nine are presumed dead. Not knowing whom they can trust, and with war hanging in the balance, the survivors must go dark and scatter around the globe. Marine ecologist Annie Henderson joins her new boyfriend on a trip to the Western Isles of Scotland to protest a hazardous offshore drilling venture.
When she realizes that she may be swept up in something far more dangerous than she’d intended, there is only one man she can turn to... She and the mysterious but sexy dive boat captain haven’t exactly gotten off to the best start, but something about his quiet confidence makes her think that he’s the kind of man she can depend on.
Because he’s gruff and guarded, she can tell Dan Warren has secrets. But she could never imagine how high the stakes are for him to keep his cover, even as he risks everything to protect her...
Cooper Nelson’s SEAL career was cut drastically short when an explosion left him almost completely deaf. With so much of his pride and self-worth tied to the profession he loved above all else, Coop struggles in his nearly silent new world, his future seemingly bleak…until Commander Hurt badgers him into volunteering at the Riverton
School for the Deaf. There, he meets teacher Kiera Hamilton, who opens his eyes—and his heart—to a love more fulfilling than any job could be. Ten years his senior, Kiera can’t believe Coop would ever be interested in anything long term, but he patiently proves her wrong. And she’s not the only one enamored with the sexy former-SEAL—her
impressionable first-grade students are enthralled with the man, especially Frankie. The troubled young boy flourishes with each of Cooper’s visits, which only makes Kiera fall harder. As he learns ASL, connects with the students, and gets closer to Kiera, Coop’s happier than he’s ever been…until an attempted abduction at the school
threatens to take away everything that makes his new life worth living. **Protecting Kiera is the 9th book in the SEAL of Protection Series. It can be read as a stand-alone, but it’s recommended you read the books in order to get maximum enjoyment out of the series. --- Read what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author,
Susan Stoker: “Susan Stoker never disappoints. She delivers alpha males with heart and heroines with moxie.” Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author “No one does military romance like Susan Stoker!” Corinne Michaels, NYT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker knows what women want. A hot hero who needs to save a damsel in distress…even if
she can save herself!” CD Reiss, NYT Bestselling Author “When you pick up a Susan Stoker book you know exactly what you’re going to get…a hot alpha hero and a smart, sassy heroine. I can’t get enough!” Jessica Hawkins, USAT Bestselling Author “I love reading about men in uniform and Susan always delivers…the full package!” Kayti
McGee “Susan writes the perfect blend of tough, alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable heroines. I always feel emotionally satisfied at the end of one of her stories!” Meghan March, NYT Bestselling Author “One thing I love about Susan Stoker’s books is that she knows how to deliver a perfect HEA while still making sure the villain gets what
he/she deserves!” T.M. Frazier, NYT Bestselling Author --- Read the entire SEAL of Protection romance series! Protecting Caroline Protecting Alabama Protecting Fiona Marrying Caroline Protecting Summer Protecting Jesskya Protecting Julie Protecting Melody Protecting the Future Protecting Kiera Protecting Alabama's Kids Protecting
Dakota Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot
romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series,
long series, long romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, single mother, Texas,
Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter, claiming, defending, protect, drowning, forgiveness, second chance romance, damsel in distress, hospital, doctor, drama, action and adventure, action romance, Delta Force, Army romance, veteran, disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, paraplegic, Killeen, Fort Hood, Alpha, commander,
California, San Diego, Navy SEAL, Sailor, deaf, handicap, sign language, school, elementary school, teacher, veteran Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley,
Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.
The first book in Marliss Melton's SEAL Team Twelve military romantic suspense series offers a riveting look at the hardships faced by both prisoners of war and the families they leave behind--and what happens when they finally come home. Helen Renault has started her life over thinking that her Navy SEAL husband Gabe was dead, but
when Gabe returns he seems different and more caring, until the memory of the past three years starts to come back to him. A Hero's Nightmare. Gabe Renault doesn't know why he was in a prison camp. He has no memory of the past three years or of the Navy Seal mission that went wrong. Only two things kept him going: thoughts of his wife
and the certainty that he must escape. A Sudden Homecoming. After Gabe is presumed dead, Helen pulls the tattered pieces of her and her daughter's lives back together. Married young and for all the wrong reasons, she's standing on her own two feet at last-and proud of it. Then comes the biggest shock of all--Gabe returns home. Gone is the
distant, secretive husband he once was. This new Gabe is a man she could easily, finally, lose her heart to. But his memory is slowly returning, exposing a trail of government treachery...and jeopardizing his and Helen's second chance at love.
Teacher, carpenter and Wardham's #1 son, Kyle Nixon has a pretty sweet life. But he can't shake the secret that he broke Laney Calhoun's heart a decade earlier when she left for medical school--alone.
Porter “Oz” Reed knows as well as anyone the damage words can do. So while he’s not looking for a relationship, he has no problem standing outside his apartment looking intimidating as his sweet neighbor finally kicks her verbally abusive ex to the curb. Just in case. But it’s Oz who’s punched in the gut when, at that precise moment, his
ten-year-old nephew Logan is dropped on his doorstep. After finally ditching her ex, Riley Rogers is ready for a break from men. But her plan to stay single takes an immediate hit when Mr. Tall, Dark and Handsome from next door comes knocking, panicked at the prospect of caring for a nephew he never even knew existed. Riley’s only too
happy to help. After all, Porter had her back when she needed him. And she feels a kinship with Logan…whose story hits a little too close to Riley’s own. As they team up to make Logan feel safe in his new environment, Riley and Oz quickly fall hard for the boy, and each other. But they’ve barely adapted to their altered lives when Logan shares
a secret that changes everything—again. ** Shielding Riley is the 5th book in the Delta Team Two Series. Each book is a stand-alone, with no cliffhanger endings. * Read what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Susan Stoker is the master of military romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy
alpha hero and strong, sassy heroines." Riley Edwards, USAT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker never disappoints. She delivers alpha males with heart and heroines with moxie.” Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author No one does military romance like Susan Stoker!” Corinne Michaels, NYT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker knows what women
want. A hot hero who needs to save a damsel in distress…even if she can save herself!” CD Reiss, NYT Bestselling Author “When you pick up a Susan Stoker book you know exactly what you’re going to get…a hot alpha hero and a smart, sassy heroine. I can’t get enough!” Jessica Hawkins, USAT Bestselling Author “I love reading about men
in uniform and Susan always delivers…the full package!” Kayti McGee “Susan writes the perfect blend of tough, alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable heroines. I always feel emotionally satisfied at the end of one of her stories!” Meghan March, NYT Bestselling Author “One thing I love about Susan Stoker’s books is that she knows how to
deliver a perfect HEA while still making sure the villain gets what he/she deserves!” T.M. Frazier, NYT Bestselling Author --- Read the entire Delta Team Two romance series, starting with the USA Today bestselling start! Shielding Gillian Shielding Kinley Shielding Aspen Shielding Jayme Shielding Riley Shielding Devyn Shielding Ember
Shielding Sierra Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, wall street journal bestseller, mystery, dogs in romance,
lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, army, army series, former military, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, enlisted, daughter, shelter, claiming, defending, securing, protect, government contractor, secret,
damsel in distress, Navy, Navy SEAL, hospital, workplace, drama, action and adventure, thriller, action romance, Delta Force, veteran, disabled veteran, serial killer, forgiveness, former soldier, soldier, romantic, rescue, HEA, seasoned romance, silver fox, older characters, recovering addict, Rangers, special forces, insta-love, thriller, single
parent, single dad, neighbor Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper
Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.
After twenty-five years of active duty, US Navy SEAL Commander Eric Lopez chafed at his forced medical retirement. Bored, he jumped at the opportunity to work for a DHS Secret Division Command. The new National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility had just opened and was already embroiled in controversy. One group protesting the facility
want it shut down due to safety concerns. An animal extremist group in the area is known for terrorist activities. And, a contingency of foreign scientists and journalists will be visiting the facility and the cyber security chatter is that someone there will be threatening the facility. With his background in biology, Eric is the perfect choice to go in
to assess the situation as part of the foreign delegation, never expecting to fall for a beautiful veterinarian working there. Dr. Lydia Hughes, a veterinarian at the facility, takes a chance on love again with a man she thinks is a journalist. But, just her luck, she ends up in the hands of kidnappers who have mistaken her for a lead scientist. Eric
pulls together a team and they race to find Lydia before the kidnappers discover they have the wrong person and dispose of her. Saving her life is his mission. Falling for the beautiful doctor became the unexpected reward. Scenes in the book are similar to what you would find in an "R" rated movie. Intended for readers 18+.
Ex-navy SEAL Tom Cartwright is struggling to return to civilian life. His little niece is his only ray of sunshine and he agrees to be the "show" in her school show-and-tell. Teacher Caitlin Rose knows all about past disappointments—once, she danced in the spotlight but now she shows others how to. She's learned the hard way to rely only on
herself. Yet as soon as Tom looks at her with those big brown eyes, she's done for…. Can Caitlin crack the walls around this soldier's battle-worn heart?
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Securing Caite: A Navy SEAL Military Romantic Suspense
Time to Run
For readers of Bella Andre, New York Times bestselling author Claudia Connor follows up her heartfelt debut, Worth the Fall, with a novel about Matt’s brother, Stephen. When a McKinney brother falls in love, powerful emotion and overwhelming desire are never far behind. Two hearts locked away . . . Hannah Walker spends her days coaching children through injury and trauma, one therapeutic horseback ride at a time. She knows all too well how violence can change a child and leave
scars that never heal. It’s easy for her to relate to the kids; what isn’t easy is the thought of facing her own harrowing past. Millionaire playboy Stephen McKinney could use a little coaching himself. Five years ago he encountered his most horrible nightmare—and the nightmare won. No matter what he achieves, nothing can make up for that awful night . . . or so he believes. Both desperate for a second chance . . . Stephen is used to getting what he wants. And he wants Hannah. So when she
turns him down, he’s intrigued. What he doesn’t know is that her secrets will lead him to a place he never wanted to go again . . . to a side of himself he’s tried to forget . . . a side that would scare Hannah away from ever loving him. Now his only chance to win her trust is to bare his soul, risking everything he tried so hard to protect. Praise for Worth the Risk and Claudia Connor “Love, love, love! Read Claudia Connor for a consistently raw and emotional love story.”—New York Times
bestselling author Carly Phillips “Achingly real characters, combined with Connor’s deft and tender handling of complex issues, make for a compelling, layered read.”—USA Today bestselling author Maggie McGinnis “Worth the Risk is a story of healing, of overcoming heartbreaking memories and panic-inducing fears, and taking the risk to trust and love again. You do not want to miss this wonderfully emotional story by one of my new favorite authors!”—Wendy S. Marcus, author of
Loving You Is Easy “Connor’s writing is strong enough to maintain the emotional intensity of the main couple’s relationship through it all, providing a reading experience that will no doubt satisfy fans and leave many eager for more tales of the passionate McKinney Brothers.”—RT Book Reviews “A brand-new author I think you’re really gonna like.”—New York Times bestselling author Kristan Higgins “I can’t get enough of Claudia Connor’s heartwarming stories. Sexy, emotional, complex,
dreamy—her characters satisfy on every level.”—New York Times bestselling author Virna DePaul “Loved this book, love this series and I cannot wait for more of this series and Claudia Connor.”—Live, Read and Breathe “Claudia Connor is a natural storyteller. I was engrossed in Worth the Risk, down to the familiar interactions between the siblings.”—Book Crack “This was just a really great book to read, and I definitely recommend it! I really want to go back and read Worth the Fall
now! I can’t wait to see what else this author has in store for us!”—Pages of Comfort Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
A Standalone Short Story with No Cliffhanger! Jake Langdon comes home from his last SEAL mission for some rest and relaxation with his long time girl, Marianne Kent. Only what he finds sends him into a jealous rage. Marianne is in a cheap motel room, in bed with his brother, Henry. Without really knowing what's going on, basic instinct drives Jake with the need to dominate and reconfirm Marianne is still his. He seduces her into having hot sex in the same bed where he found her, his
brother sleeping beside them. Marianne is shocked to see Jake, and confused by his attitude as she had turned down his marriage proposal before he left on deployment. However, right now she needs his help as she is in hot water thanks to Henry and his mother… Scroll up and click the buy now button to start reading TODAY! Tags: bwwm navy seal romance, bwwm military romance, African American romance, interracial romance, contemporary women's fiction, workplace romance,
black woman white man books, office romance, multicultural romance, mixed race relationship, biracial, African American books, BWWM romance novels, ebooks, interracial club, Black woman white man romance, bwwm interracial romance books, quick read, alpha male romance, steamy romance, hot romance books, boss romance, beach reads, new adult, romantic fiction, romance fiction books, Contemporary bwwm romance, Short Stories romance, dark-skinned, Mixed race
romance, short read, bwwm, black authors books, adult romance novels
What do you get when you pair a warrior and a nerd? Helena Dubrinsky isn’t certain of that answer yet, but she does know Vladimir Wellington should be declared illegal. Since she’s the nerd in question and still wondering how Vlad, a modern day superman, fell for the likes of her. She’s waited her entire life for him, but the man is not big on communication, so she's not certain where their relationship is heading. Can this bad nerd pin down her super-soldier long enough to obtain the
answers she needs? Or will the terrorists eyeing Rurikstan like a tasty morsel keep his attention solely on them?
I fell in love with Thomas Wells and knew he was my forever. We fell in love, got married.... He enlisted to become a Navy SEAL... But Thomas was broken. At twenty-five he left me pregnant and didn't turn back. I fell in love again... What Ryder forgot to mention was that he held a secret that tear us apart.
On the run from her controlling husband, Sara Garret has discovered she's got a spine of steel - and she'll do anything to protect her son. Now the person she must turn to is another man. But this SEAL, with his Harley and ponytail, is no knight in shining armour.
DON'T GIVE UP. It's love that keeps teacher Jordan Bliss up at night: the lost love for a Venezuelan orphan named Miguel...and the memory of a Navy SEAL tearing him from her arms. Now in the U.S. and longing for her child, Jordan vows to somehow, some way, bring Miguel home. DON'T LOOK BACK. To Navy SEAL Solomon McGuire, orders are orders. But the fierce passion in Jordan's voice and the fire in her eyes when he separated her from her son haunt his dreams. Eager to
make amends, Solomon promises to pull every string he can to find Miguel. Ony time will tell if Jordan can trust him and forgive him. One thing is certain: His desire for her is relentless and irresistible. And soon their indestructible love will be tested by a terrifying trap of violence... DON'T LET GO. "Continuing her hot streak, Melton adds another chapter to her ongoing SEAL Team saga with Joe Montgomery's story. Besides pouring on not one romance but two, as well as gritty thrills, this
complex novel also deal with the issue of survivor's guilt. Melton is rapdily proving herself a major player in the genre." --Romantic Times BOOKreviews Magazine "I highly recommend this talented author!" --Heather Graham, New York Times bestselling author
Former navy SEAL Lucas Washington was an expert at tackling impossible missions. But when a striking—and very pregnant—woman turned up in a car he was repossessing, suddenly he was in over his head. Shaken and bruised, she couldn't remember what had happened to her or why she was terrified of going to the police. Lucas made it clear he could be trusted, and vowed to protect her until she was safe. Hours turned to days as they searched for clues to her hidden past. Then a
family came to claim her, and a happy ending seemed imminent. But had he just delivered his Jane Doe to safety…or into the hands of a killer?
Book 2 of West Coast Navy SEALs From beloved romance author Anne Elizabeth comes a hot contemporary romance trilogy featuring hunky Navy SEALs and the strong-minded, sexy women who capture their hearts. What woman hasn't dreamed of what it would be like to marry a Navy SEAL? Dan McCullum is everything Aria has ever imagined-sweet, strong, and sexy as hell. She just never expected how tough the SEAL life would be. Dan could be gone at a moment's notice and not
allowed to tell her where he's going or when he'll be back. Dan has never backed down from a challenge in his life. But this one is his hardest yet. How does he balance his duty to his country with a soul-deep love for Aria? It's going to require patience, ingenuity, and some of the hottest homecomings he can dream up. Because for him, this isn't a fling: this is forever... West Coast Navy SEALs Series: A SEAL at Heart (Book 1) Once a SEAL (Book 2) A SEAL Forever (Book 3) Praise for
Once a SEAL: "Anne Elizabeth writes Navy SEALs from the heart, action-packed, intense and sexy." -New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan "If hunky and sweet military men make you swoon this is the book for you!" -RT Book Reviews
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Bad Nerd Falling: Clean contemporary romance with suspense elements.
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Subject: Lieutenant Commander Cade Sullivan Status: On leave Mission: He's home to take care of some family business. Obstacle: Eden Gillespie. The girl who always lands in trouble…has landed in his bed! Lieutenant Commander Cade Sullivan is the job. His commitment to the Navy SEALs is absolute—almost. Worse still, he's been summoned
home, where his family is the town royalty and women vie to be one of Cade's conquests. One of them in particular…. Ever since they were kids, Cade has been rescuing Eden Gillespie. Now she's decided she owes him one heck of a thank-you—one that involves a bed, naked bodies and sweet satisfaction. But when their sexy trysts are discovered,
Eden becomes a bit of a town sensation—and not in a good way. Can she convince her SEAL to risk one last rescue operation?
HE’S A NAVY SEAL SUSPECTED OF MURDER. SHE’S HIS LOVER—AND THE CHIEF INVESTIGATOR. Chris Waldron, an elite U.S. Navy SEAL, is used to getting out of tight spots. But all his years of training can’t prepare him for the crisis he now faces. When a mission to rescue a kidnapped ambassador and his wife goes tragically awry, an FBI
hostage negotiator is killed and Chris finds himself at the center of the ensuing investigation. Leading the charge is Jamie Michaels, a blistering-hot special agent—and Chris’s onetime lover. Despite their reignited mutual attraction, Jamie is determined to keep things professional with Chris this time. But seeing him bruised and battered in that
hospital bed has rekindled all those feelings she thought she’d left behind during their brief, passionate encounter in Africa. Now Jamie must keep at bay her craving for danger as she spearheads a search for the truth that just may blow Chris’s career to bits—and put them both in the crosshairs of an unseen enemy.
Jaxon: I didn't miss the war, but I sure as hell missed my team. I am a Navy SEAL, all my buddies are SEALs, traveling the world, saving lives and fighting for our country. That's what we do! I didn't want the rod in my leg, and I wasn't gonna let an injury keep me from the life I loved. Unfortunately, my CO had a different idea. Since leaving the
SEALs, I've been a PI for my buddy's agency. I spent my time chasing down cheating husbands and corporate criminals. I worked hard in the private sector, but I was bored. I couldn't remember the last time I'd taken a vacation. So, when I found out my next job was to bring an embezzling former accountant for Genotym Inc. back to Houston to
face charges and it was going to take me to the Caribbean? How could I say no. I wanted the sun, the beach, and the women in bikinis looking for some attention. I wasn't counting on intense attraction and soulful green eyes. After all, how hard could it be to get one woman on a plane back to Houston... Amelia: I couldn't believe I'd fallen for
Michael Smith's BS. He was my boss at Genotym, Inc. and I should've known better. I liked the attention. I liked to feel wanted. When I found out he was stealing from the company- I'd had enough. Sure, he tried to deny it, but I had the proof on a USB. I quit, told him he needed to come clean, cashed out my 401K and took off to Grenada to lick
my wounds and figure out what I'd do next. When I was almost mugged on the streets of St. George's, a handsome stranger came to my rescue. He was the sexiest man I had ever seen. He seemed like the type that left broken hearts in his wake. I wasn't looking to get involved but when things go from bad to worse who else could I turn to for
protection. Even if I had everything to lose, including my heart...
I named this series SEALs Undone because that’s exactly what happens. Big, tough Navy SEALs are undone by the women they fall hard for. These stories are light on conflict, full of sexy heat, and short enough to read in a single night. This is a three-book bundle, volume two in the SEALs Undone Collection. These books are also available
individually. FALL DEEP Navy SEAL Miles Dumbrowski is on his way back to war. He isn’t supposed to fall in love. Piper Harrington left San Diego behind, looking for adventure in Europe. The no-strings, easy-breezy kind of adventure. Now her heart is headed to the Middle East with a man she won’t see for months. But Miles seems intent on
proving he's worth the wait for that second date. FALL FAST Navy SEAL Nathan Meyers and recent divorcee (as of an hour ago) Emme Ryan both want a night of escape from their real lives, for very different reasons. A chance meeting and a single drink at an airport bar turns into a night of unexpected fun and pleasure when a freak snow storm
keeps them on the ground. But when morning comes, will they stick to the rules they set out at the start of the night? FALL BACK When Navy SEAL Cade Duncan partners up with Mel Vincent for an endurance race, he doesn’t expect to tumble into a romantic fling in paradise—or to be so pissed with the beautiful woman when he finds out she’s
been keeping secrets. Also available: FALL FOR A SEAL: SEALs Undone Collection volume 1 (Fall Out, Fall Hard, Fall Away) LOVE FOR A SEAL: SEALs Undone Collection volume 3 (Fall Dark, Fall Dirty, Fall Quiet)
The lighter side of Navy SEAL romances--what happens when you strip them down and throw a woman they can't resist in their path... The first three stories in the SEALs Undone series by NYT and USA Today Bestselling Author Zoe York! Fall Out (Drew and Annie's story) Drew Castle is a Navy SEAL with a bad case of indifference. Until Annie
Martin shows up on his doorstep, scared out of her mind, and all of a sudden, keeping her safe becomes the most important mission of his life. And this time, he’s on his own. Fall Hard (Jared and Cassie's story) Jared Sutter has a simple rule when it comes to women: keep 'em happy and keep 'em at a distance. He's got his reasons, and they all
make sense until he falls for his neighbor and Cassie Bronson makes him want things he's always kept off-limits. Fall Away (Trick and Gaby's story) Navy SEAL Trick Novak knows he needs to find a better cure for his insomnia, but a warm body and a pretty smile worked just fine until he met Gaby Ellis—his latest conquest’s roommate. Now he’s
not sleeping, and he’s definitely not getting laid, but that just means he’s got more time to plot ways to win over the beautiful and stubborn kindergarten teacher. Keep reading! More books available/coming soon in the SEALs Undone series: Fall Deep Fall Fast Fall Back Fall Dark Search Terms: second chance romance, friends to lovers, vacation
romance, adventure romance, military romance, Navy SEAL
'So much of what I know about trust I learned from Rich Diviney'- Simon Sinek 'Incredible... explains why some people thrive - even when things get hard' - Charles Duhigg 'If you care about getting better, you need to buy this book' Daniel Coyle Learn the secret to being your best During his twenty years as a Navy officer and SEAL, Rich Diviney
was intimately involved in specialized SEAL selection, whittling hundreds of extraordinary candidates down to a handful of elite performers. But Diviney was often surprised by who succeeded. Those with the right skills sometimes failed, while others he had initially dismissed became top performers. Why weren't the most skillful candidates the
ones who would succeed best in some of the world's toughest military assignments? Through years of observation, Diviney cracked the code: beneath obvious skills are a successful recruit's core attributes, the innate traits for a person's performance as an individual and in a team. This book defines these key attributes - including cunning,
adaptability, even narcissism - so you can identify and understand your own and those of people around you, helping you perform optimally in all areas of your life.
Caite McCallan is a Department of Defense admin working in Bahrain when a glitchy elevator, of all things, leads to an unexpected invitation to dinner by a gorgeous Navy SEAL. When he later stands her up, Caite’s understandably upset…until she overhears a plot that confirms Rocco didn’t blow her off. Instead, he and two fellow SEALs are in
danger—and Caite is forced to put her career and her life on the line to save them. Blake “Rocco” Wise never expected his routine mission to go sideways, but he was even more surprised to find himself and his teammates rescued by the adorably shy woman he met in a stalled elevator. Caite’s selfless act saved his life, but when attempts on her
own make it clear someone wants her gone, it’s Rocco’s turn to protect the brave, sweet, sexy woman. The longer he knows her, the more he wants her…but keeping Caite close could bring her nearer to the enemy than ever before. ** Securing Caite is the 1st book in the SEAL of Protection: Legacy Series. Each book is a stand-alone, with no
cliffhanger endings. --- Read what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Susan Stoker is the master of military romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy alpha hero and strong, sassy heroines." Riley Edwards, USAT Bestselling Author "A slow burn with taut pacing and a thrilling chase, Securing Caite
is Susan Stoker doing what she does best: telling a fabulous story." -- USA Today bestseller Meli Raine “Susan Stoker never disappoints. She delivers alpha males with heart and heroines with moxie.” Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author No one does military romance like Susan Stoker!” Corinne Michaels, NYT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker
knows what women want. A hot hero who needs to save a damsel in distress…even if she can save herself!” CD Reiss, NYT Bestselling Author “When you pick up a Susan Stoker book you know exactly what you’re going to get…a hot alpha hero and a smart, sassy heroine. I can’t get enough!” Jessica Hawkins, USAT Bestselling Author “I love reading
about men in uniform and Susan always delivers…the full package!” Kayti McGee “Susan writes the perfect blend of tough, alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable heroines. I always feel emotionally satisfied at the end of one of her stories!” Meghan March, NYT Bestselling Author “One thing I love about Susan Stoker’s books is that she knows
how to deliver a perfect HEA while still making sure the villain gets what he/she deserves!” T.M. Frazier, NYT Bestselling Author --- Read the entire SEAL of Protection: Legacy romance series, starting with the USA Today bestselling start! Securing Caite Securing Brenae Securing Sidney Securing Piper Securing Zoey Securing Avery Securing
Kalee Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, California romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan
stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long
romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, firefighter, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter, claiming, defending, securing, protect, Bahrain,
government contractor, secret, damsel in distress, kidnap, ocean, Navy, Navy SEAL, San Diego, Navy base, hospital, doctor, drama, action and adventure, action romance, Delta Force, Army romance, veteran, disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, rescue, HEA, Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn
O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.
All Olivia wants for her birthday is a one-way ticket out of town… Rafe Minelli knows he won’t get a second chance with his ex-wife. The demands of his double career—as a police officer and military reservist—were a dealbreaker when they were together. And he’s thrilled for her when she lands a new job with a film company, but it comes with a
deadline: when she finishes this project, she’s leaving town for good. Olivia has no reason to stay in Rafe’s tiny hometown, where the only job she could find was waiting tables in the local diner. But she couldn’t move on until she figured out what she wanted next in life. Now she’s been tasked with the unlikely role of ambassador for a town that
has done nothing but break her heart. They aren’t the same young kids who rushed into marriage the first time. But as summer slides into fall, Rafe sets out to prove he’s a changed man before he loses her forever. This is a second edition, expanded and revised for 2020. First edition was release in 2014.
a Navy SEAL romance collection
Fall Easy
Worth the Risk
BWWM Military Navy SEAL Romance
Fall Back
Love in a Small Town
Protecting Kiera: A Navy SEAL Military Romantic Suspense
Navy SEAL adventure romance
What Once Was Perfect
Once a SEAL

"Leigh's pages explode with a mixture of erotic pleasures." -RT Book Reviews #1 New York Times bestselling author, Lora Leigh's sexy Navy SEALs series, the Tempting SEALs, is red-hot, sexy romantic suspense at its best, featuring men who will stop at nothing to proect
their country and all they love no matter how dark the danger, no matter what demons they must face. And when these men love, their passion runs deep and hard. Navy SEAL Clint" Iceman" McIntire earned his name by being the ultimate warrior. He's untouchable, unstoppable
and he takes no prisoners. Having crushed an infamous drug cartel in Columbia, Clint was nothing short of an American hero. Now he's home on a much-needed leave, but instead of some R & R, he finds himself neck-deep in the hottest kind of trouble with his best friend's
seemingly innocent little sister, Morgana Chavez, the only woman who has the power to bring him to his knees...Morgana has been secretly working with the DEA to uncover a thriving date-rape drug, which leads her to a shadowy faction that is more deadly than anything her
team has ever encountered. Now, it's up to Clint to keep this beautiful, determined agent out of harm's way, even while the explosive passion between them threatens to consume them both. But these Dangerous Games will bring Morgana and Clint to the very edge of high stakes
danger and perilous desire.
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Download Ebook Fall Hard: Navy SEAL Contemporary Romance (SEALs Undone Series Book 2)
Navy SEAL Nathan Meyers and recent divorcee (as of an hour ago) Emme Ryan both want a night of escape from their real lives, for very different reasons. A chance meeting and a single drink at an airport bar turns into a night of unexpected fun and pleasure when a freak
snow storm keeps them on the ground. But when morning comes, will they stick to the rules they set out at the start of the night?
Book 1 of West Coast Navy SEALs From beloved romance author Anne Elizabeth comes a hot new contemporary romance trilogy featuring hunky Navy SEALs and the strong-minded, sexy women who capture their hearts. He lost just about everything on that mission... Being a Navy SEAL
means everything to John "Red Jack" Roaker, but a mission gone wrong has left his buddy dead, his memory spotty, and his world turned upside down. His career as a SEAL is threatened unless Dr. Laurie Smith's unconventional methods of therapy can help him. Maybe she can
show him how to get it back... Laurie's father was a SEAL-and she knows exactly what the personal cost can be. She can't resist trying everything to help this man, and not only because she finds him as sexy as he is honorable. As the layers of Jack's resistance peel away,
he and Laurie unearth secrets that go to the highest levels of the military- and the deepest depths of their hearts... West Coast Navy SEALs Series: A SEAL at Heart (Book 1) Once a SEAL (Book 2) A SEAL Forever (Book 3) Praise for A SEAL at Heart: "A beautiful story of
life, loss, and love." -New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Brockmann "The connection between Jack and Laurie is instantaneous and combustible." -Publishers' Weekly "You will not find a better storyteller with such feeling for the hearts of our military warriors."
-Coffee Time Romance
My stepbrother is raging hard and he won't be controlled.When we first met, he was only a perfectly gorgeous stranger all covered in tattoos.I couldn't resist pressing my body close against his. I couldn't say no when he took me out to the alley to do more than just
dance.How could I have known my overbearing Dad just married his crazy-as-hell Mom?His name is Nathan Magnus and he's a total prick. He's a Navy SEAL, trained to fight and kill in a thousand different ways, and he thinks he's the best thing to ever happen to me.He's
everything I hate wrapped in everything I want.Now he's staying at our house all summer. And that's not even the worst part. Someone is after me because of my father's shady business deals, and only Nathan is strong enough to keep everyone safe.He has no sense of
boundaries. He's my bodyguard, but that doesn't mean he can strip down and take a shower right in front of me. And of course I can't help but stare. He's delicious, provocative, dirty, and arrogant.I may be safe with my stepSEAL around, but I don't stand a chance.
Ben Morrison and Treeny Deveau have never forgotten the precious moments they shared in The Closet. Their magical encounter has ruined them for anyone else. Now they have to work through new family members, past fears, and odd working schedules to maintain a relationship.
Will Ben and Treeny ever enjoy another stolen moment in The Closet? Can they overcome their fears and pasts so they can have a future together?
New York Times Bestseller Over 2.5 million copies sold For David Goggins, childhood was a nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse colored his days and haunted his nights. But through self-discipline, mental toughness, and hard work, Goggins transformed himself
from a depressed, overweight young man with no future into a U.S. Armed Forces icon and one of the world's top endurance athletes. The only man in history to complete elite training as a Navy SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to set
records in numerous endurance events, inspiring Outside magazine to name him The Fittest (Real) Man in America. In this curse-word-free edition of Can't Hurt Me, he shares his astonishing life story and reveals that most of us tap into only 40% of our capabilities. Goggins
calls this The 40% Rule, and his story illuminates a path that anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear, and reach their full potential.
The third and final collection in the SEALs Undone series, where big, tough Navy SEALs are undone by the women they fall hard for. These stories are light on conflict, full of sexy heat, and short enough to read in a single night. This is a three-book bundle, volume three
in the SEALs Undone Collection. These books are also available individually. FALL DARK Until two weeks ago, Vince Nash was a Navy SEAL. Now he’s just a guy with a failing family business and a very specific skill set, and if he can get through a job interview at Camo Cay,
he’ll be all set. But when he’s greeted on the island by beautiful Larken White—sharpshooter, cynic, and Vince’s first love—he realizes his plan was missing one very important, very pissed-off woman. Problem is, Larken wants nothing to do with him. FALL DIRTY Navy SEAL
Hunter Dex is a man on a mission. His beautiful new girlfriend is hiding her deepest desires from him and he wants that to change. Serena Bradley is a woman with a secret. But when Hunter whisks her away for a weekend in Vegas with his friend Quinn, her hunger to be shared
boils dangerously close to the surface. FALL QUIET A chance meeting on a Caribbean island gives Navy SEAL Quinn Parry another opportunity to impress the sexiest Army sergeant he's ever laid eyes on. But Leah Saunders isn't interested in an over-the-top alpha male...unless
he wants to submit to her. Also available: FALL FOR A SEAL: SEALs Undone Collection volume 1 (Fall Out, Fall Hard, Fall Away) KISS FOR A SEAL: SEALs Undone Collection volume 2 (Fall Deep, Fall Fast, Fall Back)
Until two weeks ago, Vince Nash was a Navy SEAL. Now he’s just a guy with a failing family business and a very specific skill set, and if he can get through a job interview at Camo Cay, he’ll be all set. But when he’s greeted on the island by beautiful Larken
White—sharpshooter, cynic, and Vince’s first love—he realizes his plan was missing one very important, very pissed-off woman. Problem is, Larken wants nothing to do with him.
The Seal’s Undivorce
Navy SEAL romance
Master Your Mind and Defy the Odds - Clean Edition
The Nerd and the SEAL: Clean contemporary romance with suspense elements.
Raging Hard
Owned By The Navy SEAL - The Complete Series
Fall Hard
A Stepbrother SEAL Romance
Dangerous Games
Wild Boys After Dark: Logan
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